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Intruduction

Ihis papel is the result of a project the Communication Research Institute of
Australia undertook on behalf of Queensland I ransport Our brief was to research
and develop a prototype timetable that could be used across all transport systems in
Brisbane, both public and private, on rail, bus and felIy services.
Past research (Bartram 1980, 1984; Home et a11986) has indicated that public
transport is not fully utilised, in part, because people have no clear understanding of
the transport system that is available to them Ellson and Iebbs' research (1978,
19'81, cited in BartraIn 1984), demonstrates that improving information can be a
relatively cheap and highly cost-effective way of increasing patronage Yet
timetables are continually reproduced in a fOIm that both research and anecdotal

evidence suggest people cannot easily understand and use,
The basic problem we set ourselves was to answer the questions: How can

timetabling data for complex services be alIanged on paper so that people can utilise
those services fully? Can understanding be improved, both at the macro level of
route connections within the transport system as a whole, and at the micro level

improving understanding of the frequency and pattern of services along an

individual route?
In both research and design work, our approach is to focus primarily on the needs of
the user, for if the user cannot understand the timetable, they cannot act on it We
integrated relevant findings from historical research and legibility research with our
understandings of the current Brisbane Transport system, The result was two
prototype timetable solutions, the Enhanced Numeric and the Timeline (Figs 5 & 6).
Both solutions represent cost-effective ways of presenting interconnection data as

well as scheduling data. Both use a more graphic, visual approach to the display of
timetabling information than current alphanumeric genres" The Iimeline solution

takes the concept of a visual timetable to completeness, transforming the tr'aditional
matrix of raw numerical data into a more dynamic and accessible visual display of
'timelines,.
We then tested our prototypes with users, to further increase our general

understanding of the problems people have in using timetables, and how they might
be solved:, Testing also allowed us to see if the two new Communication Research

Institute of Australia (CRIA) fmmats, the Enhanced Numeric and the Timeline,
reduced the number of problems people have with the current timetables.

Ihis paper documents our reasoning and methodology in the development of the
prototypes, and our evaluation process Ihe testing reinforced our initial position
that macro and micro levels of route understanding are both extremely important to

the user and their use of the system Our prototypes provide partial solutions, but the
testing highlights potential avenues for further research and development
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Design objectives

Information design bridges the worlds of technology and art. It is a blend of
communicative, aesthetic and technical objectives. In developing timetable
prototypes for Brisbane Transport Our concern was to balance the communication
needs of the user-for clarity and effectiveness_with a concern for technical
appropriateness (to the current production infrastructure) and visual quality
Our communication objectives were to develop a timetable which:

people
can use with greater ease, so they can act on the information efficiently
and
effectively
presents timetabling information in a clear and precise way, so aiding people to
process and memorise the information
integrates the varied approaches to timetabling of the numerous state, city, and
private operators into a standardised information system with consistent visual
presentation, Coordinated colour coding and common graphic devices
is a practical size for handling en route"
Our technical objective was to ensure that our design was consistent with current
systems
management
economically
viable of data at input, available printing technology at output, and
Our aesthetic objectives were to make the timetable Visually interesting and inviting,
encouraging people to pick it up and use it We also intended to use current develop_
ments in reproduction technology, namely economically viable multi-colour
printing, to create graphic qUality even in something as mundane as a timetable

OUC' l'eseal'ch based approaCh-what we did

Our approach to developing new timetable prototypes for Queensland Transport
employed various strands of research which helped us to hIlly understand the
problem and its context. lnitially we conducted:
A user and carrier survey_to fully understand paSsengers' information
requirements within the overall context of public transport systems in Brisbane,
the tasks users need to perform, how timetables are currently Obtained and
whether they are retained,
Structural analyses of existing timetables_to determine what information is
needed and what can be left out, what Current aspects of data presentation are
most helpful
the user, and where current timetable formats create problems in
accessing
the to
data
Historical research_to look at the way other information designers have dealt
with the problems of presenting timetabling data. Our emphasis was on inter..
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preting the historical solutions in relation to the Brisbane context to maximise
any effective principles of presentation revealed by histmical precedents,

Legibility literature search-to provide general guidelines on the relative effectiveness of different timetable presentation options
Technological research-to identify the cunent systems of data storage and
production, and to assess opportunities and constraints in the light of leading
edge technological developments,

We used our research findings to provide the building blocks for the new prototypes,

Ihe information context and legibility

OUI structural analysis of existing timetables for bus and train carriers in the

Brisbane area highlighted a number of problems, both at the macro level of the
overall state transport system and in the micro details of timetable design"
A timetable, no matter how well designed and tested, is only part of the answer to a
'legible' transport system, By themselves timetables are inadequate, They need a
whole range of contextual and supporting information, much of which is lacking or
inconsistent at present in the many Brisbane Transport systems,
A 'legible' system is one in which a passenger can get from one point to another
easily and without any anxiety about getting lost FurtheITIlore, if the system is
inherently 'legible' the passenger sbould be able to do this without baving to ask
other people for information or reassurance, (Bartram 1984:299)

Syltem legibility

Bartram cites the London Underground as a particularly legible system Passengers
need to be able to determine their location and the pattem of actions necessary to
take them to their destination That is, they need to be able to relate the information
on the timetable to the information on the ground, The visual information on the
timetable and at depots, stations, bus stops, and on trains must be consistent and
continually reinforce the data provided at each other point in the system.. We can no
longer be content to say that plenty of people habitually use the buses without any
difficulty. Clearly, the person who catches the same bus to work every day no longer
needs support information. But, as soon as they need to travel to another paIt of the
city, or use another service, they are in the same position as a tourist or stranger..
Passengers require two major types of support information, in order to allay fears
and prevent them from getting lost: (1) route planning information, such as regional
public transport maps, and (2) in-transit information which allows passengers to
make the correct choice at each decision point, ie, Is this the right bus stop? Is this
the right bus? Is this where I get om Do I need to have the exact fare? Is this where
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I change for the train? In-transit information includes integrated signage at inteI~
changes
carriers. and individual stopping points, and on the outside and inside of all transport

Though discussion of these areas was outside the Scope of our brief (and this paper),
we stress that .support information must be developed and implemented along with

any improved timetabling presentation to ensure the legibility of the overall
tr ansport system
The timetable Within a legible ry,stem
When considering the transport system as a Whole, the timetable can become an
effective medium for both demonstrating and creating the integrated nature of the
system as a whole" If the same graphic structure and [cnmat i.s used for the
timetables of each separate carrier-bus, train, ferry-travellers will not need to

learn to read many different timetable formats to complete one journey. The
advantage of a standarq timetable is that users can acquire a fluency across the entire
transport system, Once travellers are familiar with the structure and graphic devices
of one timetable, they have immediate access to the data in all other timetables.
Constancy of design, together with consistent use of colour coding, icons and other
graphic devices lessens the users' burden of decoding" Our task, then, was to
develop a format that would be flexible enough to cater for the complexities and
service differences between routes and carriers,
From the users' perspective this format needs to be eminently portable, preferably
pocket-sized, and functional in any situation, whether the user is standing up in an
overcrowded bus, Or at a windswept bus stop,
From the production perspective this format needs to be reproduced economically
and efficiently; to allow the addition of multiple schedules without the complex and
impractical folding of the current timetables; and to allow the data to be drawn
directly from the central IPTS (Integrated Public Transport System) data base,
eliminating the current practices of laboriously re-keying, re-setting and re-proofing
in order to print a revised or new edition

Iimetable legibility: numeric or linear presentation

The current genre for timetables presents the data numerically, with the sequence of
location stops as the vertical dimension, and the times of journeys on the horizontal
Bartram's (1984) studies, which assessed people's ability to understand such
timetables, revealed surprisingly poor performance_people do not understand
timetables well, nor do they like using them (Bartram 1984, p. 313).
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One of the major reasons fOI this poor performance is that people have great
difficulty understanding information presented in tabular form, particularly when the
table is presented as a two-dimensional matrix (Wright and Fox 1970) Secondly, as
Bartrana pointed out (1984, p.. 315), the practice of running ti,e route stops along the
vertical dimension is contrary both to OUI reading pattern, which is left to right, and
to the fact that people visualise motion in terms of left to right Yet, throughout the
world. timetabling information continues to be presented in this tabulated numerical
fcnIn, even though every day experience confirms the research findings that such

timetables are notoriously difficult for the average passenger to understand (Bartrarn
1985, !Gmoss 1991, p.. 227).
DescIiption of a transport system has to be two-dimensional because it requires both
time and spatial orientation. How then can timetabling data be arranged on paper so
that people can mOre readily make sense of them, and perhaps even enjoy using
them? We are not the first to have asked this question! Historical research reveals
there are alternatives to simply presenting timetabling data numerically.,
William Playfair (1759-1823), the English political economist who is generally
credited as the inventor of statistical gtaphs and linear charts, realised that anything
which could be expressed in numbers could also be represented by lines" His
insights led him away from the alphanumeric presentation of data in printed tables
to the exploration of graphic formats that allow the 'mind of the eye' to make sense
of the data
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Figure 1.. Playfair's Chart of Imports and Exports, Commercial and PolitkalAtlar, 1786.
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Figu['e 3" Iufte's 'shing timetable' for the New Yor'k I'ransit Department (lufte, 1990, p.. 108-9)

Discussing his 'string timetables' in his recent book. Envisioning Information, Tufte
comments:
Hourly" daily and weekly rhythms of the buses are clearly revealed. as well as
details of each journey During rush hours, lines densely crowd into spaghetti-but
then service is so frequent that the jumble of lines infOImS the rider simply to show
up. for there will be virtually no wait for whatever bus it is that arrives The grey

grid is set at ten··minute intervals in order to ease the visual interpolation of the

timesofarrival

(Tufte,

1990,p 108)

From our historical research we concluded that the tradition of the linear timetable
inspired by Playfah, !bry and Marey, and developed by I une, had potential. I1 could
be used to present timetabling information in a clear, visual way, allowing travellers
immediate and detailed access to an additional level of route infOImation, the
frequency and pattern of services along a paricular route over a particular time
period. But Tufte's 'string timetables' still follow the established genre, with the
times running along the horizontal axis and the route locations along the vertical
axis. In our redevelopment of the linear timetable we adopted Bartrarn's (1984)
'reflected timetable format', with the route travelling left to right horizontally and
the times indicated vertically. Ihis rotated format capitalises on left to right reading
gravity. In fact, Bartram's research showed the rotated format improves both
scanning time and accuracy,
A second improvement is that we added a stick map along the horizontal axis which
names all stops along a particular route in chronological sequence" Iufte, in his
'string timetables', eliminates much valuable route information, presenting merely
departure and arrival times with one midway timing point. To overcome the lack of
route information on the timetable he provides the traveller with a large
accompanying route map, overlaid in colour on a detailed aerial photograph.. Tufte
argues this is 'so much richer than the typical schematic diagram of bus routes'
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(1990, p. 108) His solution, however, has been severely criticised in terms of the
economic viability of reproducing up-ta-date aerial maps of a whole transport
region. and the ergonomic problems of passengers handling such cumbersome
timetables (Kimoss, 1991, p. 25)

In contrast to Tufte's somewhat extravagant, though very elegant solution, the
horizontal stick map we added allows us to include all necessary route information
within a pocket-sized format, without incurring the additional expense of detailed
maps" The stick map also allows us to introduce additional micro level Ioeational
information, such as Park and Ride facilities. Furthermore, the stick route map
allows us to bring in macro level interconnection information, in the fmm of visual
icons, allowing the user to see where some of the other services within the overall
transport system interconnect with the local service,
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Figure 4. A black and white detail of our prototypes, showing the horizontal stick route map
with additional micro and macro level route information,

The prototypes
The features of our prototypes are as follows:
• Route number, destination and arrival points are boldly and clearly displayed
within an area of clear space at the top of :he timetable
A horizontal stick map showing all route stops, with an icon of the carrier. gives
users direct visual orientation to both route and direction"
limes are shown down the vertical dimension of the rotated format..
Times are presented using the l2-hour clock to avoid common confusions with
the 24-hour clock, and the words 'morning', 'afternoon' and 'evening' ar'e u.sed
instead of the frequently misunderstood Latin abbreviations, am and pm.

• Iimetabling schedules are presented one per page in a contiguous unbroken set.
Each scheduling period, ie. Weekdays, Weekends, Public Holidays has a banner
heading for easy recognition.
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Consistent icons, representing interconnection points and other useful passenger
information (such as parking facilities at rail stations, local centres ete), are
inserted on the stick map, building up a more useful 3-D image of the route and
the overall transport system.
All routes and interconnection information are consistently colour coded"

With the Timelines (see Figure 5 below), the numerical timiug data is replaced with a
dataline, colour coded for the paIticular service it represents The dataline overprints
on a muted background grid that displays timing points in qUaIterly hour divisions.
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With the Enhanced Numetic, we improved legibility of the figures without taking up
more space, by removing the colon generally used between the hours and minutes
figures and increasing the size of the hOllr figure in relation to the minute figure, We
also inttoduced more white space between the hotizontal lines of figures so that
people could ttack efficiently, following standards developed dming our research
into the presentation of statistical tabular infotmation (MacKenzie 1992)
In looking at both prototypes, we believed the advantage of the Iimeline to be that it
shows at a glance, in a way alphanumeric tables never can, the overall picture of
services on a particuhu route, Instead of an endless repetition of numbers we have a
visual display of route, (its length and direction), interconnection points for other

services. and the number of buses/trains that pass a particular stop throughout the
day.. One can readily contrast the fr'equency of regular daytime or evening services
with lUsh houI peaks, irregularities become evident, and the frequency of the service
becomes a clear and memorable 15 minute, halfChourly or hourly intelval.
While the introduction of the graphic stick map to introduce macro level intercon-

nection information about the transport system as a whole, the T imeline. is an
attempt to show both macro and micro information in a systemic fashion"
However, the prototypes remained to be validated through user testing

Diagnostic testing

Research based ~valuation is a critical and integral part of the iterative design
process we use.. Over the past ten years, the Institute has developed a proficient
testing method to predict the likely peIfotmance of public documents in use. rhe

method is diagnostic and consists of asking a diverse range of users to undertake
tasks they would normally undeltake when using the document; obselving their
actions in performing these tasks; and noting theil descriptions of the tasks, their
speed and acc'm3cy in performing the tasks and their comments about the document
As its name suggests, the emphasis of the method is diagnostic. It takes the obselved
behaviours of people using a document as symptoms of the document's pathological
condition or good health" The power of this method deIives horn its use in a cyclic
process of testing and modification as follows. During the test, we observe
symptoms of document pathology, in the form of inappropriate behaviour.. We then
modify the document to eliminate the pathological condition" We then retest the
document to see if the symptoms, in the form of inappropriate behaviours, persist,
and keep an eye open for unforeseen side-effects
We assume that the problem with the document has been eliminated when the
behavioural symptoms associated with that problem disappear in subsequent tests
Repeated experience has shown us that conclusions from such testing are robust in
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Timeline

OUI linear graphic timetable prototype for the Ipswich Rail line. It has the same
rotated format as the Enhanced Numeric, and the same graphic devices to clarify
route and interchange information" The numeric timing points, however, are
replaced with linear representation-hence the reference, Timeline.
Each respondent was briefly shown the three alternative forms of timetable. They
were then handed one particular version, and asked to faroiliatise themselves with it.
We then asked respondents to perform a number of tasks (without help 01' instIuction from the testers)
In setting the tasks we made assumptions, based on QUI' research, about the everyday
tasks people use a timetable for. The tasks were designed to test respondents' ability
to identify key elements on the timetable:
route stops
departures and alIival times
express trains
• morning, afternoon, evening and after-midnight trains
• information about park and ride facilities
.. information about interconnection facilities
• in the event of an enquiry. what nurr:ber to ring"

We designed other tasks to allow OUI observation of the ease/difficulty with which
respondents could locate conect times; distinguish between the different scheduling
periods; and recognise frequency patterns
We rated respondents' performance in two ways: accuracy of interpretation (correct
or incorrect answer), and ease of access (timed in number of seconds until correct
answer given).. They also documented respondents' comments and behaviour. Out of
a total of 52 respondents: 12 were tested on the Standard, 17 were tested on the
Enhanced Numeric, and 23 were tested on the Iimelines

Larger numbers of participants were randomly assigned to the Enhanced Numeric
and Timeline because we wished to test the viability of these prototype versions for
addressing the already identified shortcomings of the Standard.

Results and analysis

Analytical procedures

The major part of each task protocol was devoted to finding out whether respondents
could perform basic tasks.. We noted all instances when they became confused, or
gave up because something was incomprehensible,
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We established a 30% failure rate as the determining indication of an unacceptable
level of performance Ihat is to say, where 30% Or more of the heterogeneous
sample failed to respond correctly to a particular task, the results indicate that the
timetable has a major problem in need of repair
Establishing cut-off points, like the 30% failure rate used here, is Our normal way of
handling diagnostic quantitative data. However, at the preliminary presentation of
results in Brisbane, We were asked to use Our data to draw comparisons between the
three types of timetables. As we had not structured the testing process to meet this
requirement. we had not insured homogeneity of sample
Consistent with our view that we are mainly interested in large differences in
performance, conservative Chi-Square (X 2) analyses were used to calculate the
statistical reliability (or significance) of the differences in the proportion of
participants who correctly versus incorrectly performed a given task across the three
different timetables.. Ihese test results should be interpreted with caution: Our
diverse samples mitigated against finding small differences.
As it only makes sense to consider the length of time to complete a task when it has
been performed correctly, the substantial number of incorrect responses resulted in
insufficient sample sizes for using inferential statistics. However. in each case, the
pattern of results reinforce the pattern found in the Chi-Square (X2) analyses of the
relative frequencies of correct versus incorrect responses. Timetable elements that
facilitated correct answers were also responded to more quickly
Diagnostic results

The percentage frequency of incorrect responses is shOwn in I able I.
lable L Pet'centage ofinconectr'esponses on the Standard timetable

rask
1
2

Pr'oblem
Locating route stops, anival and departure times
Finding an express service

3
4

5
7
8

9

10

II
14

Locating arriVal and departure times on Public Holidays
locating a specific Park and ride facility

Understand regular frequency of services throughout the day
Understanding changes in frequency ot service
Identifying that an express train does not stop at a station
Identifying an after midnight service

% incol:'t'ect l'esponses

34%
42%
42%

100%

25%
50%
17%

Understanding where trains continue on to

100%

Specifying how long the train waits at Centra!

42%

Locating an enquiries number for infonnation

9%
100%
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Table 1 indicates that the Current genre of timetable causes people considerable
problems in accessing and acting on timetabling information Applying the 30%
failure rate as the criteria of unacceptable performance, the results in the table
indicate the Standard Or current genre of timetable does not perform adequately for
eighr of the eleven performance based tasks,
The qualitative data provides some insight into respondents' problems with the
Standard timetable. Negative comments were made by 92% of the respondents
assigned to that timetable Respondents found the Standard timetable 'too
confusing', 'needs simplifying', with 'too many numbers' that are 'too small to see',
'You can't see at a glance, you have to sit down and study them, it takes a lot of concentration'

33% of respondents commented on the difficulty distinguishing scheduling periods.
'all the trains for one day should continue across the page without a break'
<I don t like the way weekdays continues lower down I thought it would continue over the page'

When questioned about their need for more information. respondents said they wanted more network and interconnection information" The Standard timetable does not
meet these needs: it simply does not provide any overview of the transport system.
Stati,stical anafysis

Table 2 presents the results of our stirtistical analyses
I able 2" Pel'cenlage of iDeal rect responses to the thr'ee timetables
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Task
1
2
3

Problem
Locating route stops, arrival and departure times
Finding an express service
Locating arrival and departure times on Public Holidays

4

l.ocating 3 specific Park and ride facility

5

Understand frequency of services throughout the day

"-"_.. .. •..
~

Standard

Enhanced
17%

26%

42%3

19%b

19%b

42%

23%

26%

0%3

~~~~

Jimeline

34%

l00%b

~

19%3

25%

12%

13%

..

~-~.

p

ns
<01

ns
<01

ns

7

Understanding changes in frequency of service

50%b

8

53%b

32%3

Identifying that an express train does not stop

<02

17%b

6%b

0%3

<01

100%3

43%b

38%b

14%

33%

9
10

Identifying an after midnight service
Understanding where trains continue on to

11

Specifying how long the train waits at Central

13

Identify bus interconnection
Identify local centre
Identifying train connections

14

Locating an enquiries number for infonnation

ab

42%
9%3

6%3

(100%)

0%

7I%b
0%

(100%)

0%

91%

(100%)

35%

45%

(100%)

19%

13%

Percentages with the same letter are not significantly different from one another

<.01

ns
< 01

na
na
na
na
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Temporal and spatial issues-Ease ofaccess

Tasks 1,3 and 10 were designed to test the ease with which people could access
information about what time to travel in ordeI to arrive at a set destination by a
particullu time
Although the results are not significantly different, the diagnostic results indicate a
u'end, Respondents assigned to the Enhanced Numeric and the Timeline performed
better.. At minimum, 74% of respondents could perform these tasks successfully"
In our opinion, the improved performance of the Enhanced Numeric and the
Iimeline relate to the use of the rotated format, in which the route Iuns hoIizontally,
left to right, rather than vertically up and down" It is thus congruent with the
established convention of ~eading, with peoples' reading pattern, and with reading
gravity. Furthermore, the position of the 'continuing on' information, at the far right

of the route, appears to match respondents' expectations regarding where one might
expect to find such information, This suggests that the rotated format has great
potential for making timetables easier for the traveller to use

Secondly, we believe our practice of separating each scheduling period with a
prominent banner heading enables user s to easily differentiate between services
running on weekdays and those running on weekends or public holidays.
Our research into the legibility of tables (MacKenzie 1992) allows us to infer that,
on the Enhanced Numeric, other design components are also coming into play to
impI'Ove ease of access These are the increased type size, the differentiation in size
of the hour and minutes figures, the muted vertical grid lines and the replacement of
horizontal grid lines with increased line spacing.. The combined effect or Gestalt of
these design components is also playing a part in the improved peIformance of the
Enhanced Numeric over the Standard
We would also suggest that respondent's inability to solve arrival and departure
problems relates in part to the 'thence every half hour' wording on the Standard:
''The most frustrating thing is ttying to calculate the half hours,'

If people cannot interpret the train/bus times, then they cannot see when to catch it.
Naturally this has usage implications
Graphic versus alphabetic

Three of the tasks where the Enhanced Numeric and the Timeline performed
significantly better than the Standard relate, we believe, to the introduction of
graphic presentation techniques. The resuIts for Tasks 2 and 8 (concerned
specifically with the way express data is presented), for Task 4 (locating a Park and
ride facility) and for Task 7 (understanding changes in the frequency of services
throughout the day) allow us to infer that people more readily comprehend the
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Respondents reacted to their discovery of the changing fI'equency of service
throughout the' day with enthusiasm" Commuters commented on the value of this
level of understanding, for timing their travel to coincide with a range of peak hOllI
services, noting a possible range of times for wmking late before they would need to
bring the car
Our research thus indicates that an ability on behalf of users to conceptualise and
memorise changing patterns of service frequency may be important to actual usage
of public transport.. It is because travellers cannot see frequency and regularity that
they decide not to risk the inconvenience of public transport. The implication is that
if travellers can see the spatial and temporal context of a route, they can readily
assess whether or not to use public transport in a particular context.
We infer that the Timeline format has the potential to increase user farniliadty with
their service, allowing them to make decisions and take an action they had not
considered before. The Timeline format opens up new oppOItunities for users by
providing a new capacity, and the benefits-a potential increase in public transport
usage-needs to be explored further
Graphic versus numeric-the issue oj'precision

The above results indicate the power of graphic presentation over alphabetic
presentation. However, where grapliic presentation completely replaces numeric
presentation, we see a trend towards ease of access, but at the cost of precision.

Task 11, to specify how long trains wait at Central Station, diagnosed a serious sideeffect in the Timeline. 72% of respondents could not accurately specify the wait
time with a greater accuracy than five minutes, indicating that, for the majority of
respondents, the Timeline has a precision range of five minutes.. 'This lack of minuteby-minute precision, proved inadequate, for 56% of users..
'I don't like it at all.. It's not accurate enough"" I'd have to check on the phone'

Yet almost half the respondents, 44%, were unconcerned about the lack of precision:
'Ihis is a significant improvement Speaking as an old man it would be a
tremendous help to old people You can see dlings at a glance-you're not
disadvantaged by failing eye,sight, and I always get there a bit early anyway'
'It's less jumbled, Doesn't need all the times on it because that just gets confusing
with all the different columns of times of trains'

The important point here is that the purely graphic Timeline approach is appropriate
for nearly 50% of respondents, just as the Enhanced Numeric approach addresses
the needs of just over 50%.
Our conclusion is that information needs to be presented in different ways to
different people, because different people have different needs.
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Our changes and improvements address two issues in particulax which the Standard,
or current timetable does not. Our more visual, graphic prototypes provided people
with a broader understanding of individual routes, and opened up an understanding
of the Qverarching system of route and service connections
However, neither the Enhanced Numeric nor the Iimeline are fault fx'ee. These
prototypes are only suggestive of what could be done in providing information at the
micro and macro level: they have only gone through one round of testing" The next
step would be iterative development and refinement of a new style timetable that
incorporates the successfUl components of information presentation from both the
Enhanced Numeric and the Iimeline That is, a new timetable that combines the
precision of numeric presentation with the improved and broadened perfOImance
engendered by the introduction of graphic features. The potential of picturing
frequency at the micro level and interconnectedness at the macIO level could be
developed and further explored.

Our research has highlighted that users have a much broader view of the transport
system as a whole than perhaps managers and operators of transport systems do"
Users think about timetables and their purpose in a much broader way than perhaps
those of you who are running transport systems do. Issues of interconnectedness are
extremely important to users, as are issues of frequency and service irregularity,
I imetables need to be designed to reflect these useI needs
We suggest that the way in which fr'equency of service and interconnections are
represented on the timetable can have a radical effect on the usage of those services..
A timetable can be purposively used by joint operators to focus public attention on
the interconnectedness and regularity of their selvices. As Ellson and Iebbs (1978,
198 I) have demonstrated, providing information to the public about the availability
of services in their area is a highly cost-effective way of increasing patronage The
timetable can be an ideal medium to explore these cost-effectiveness issues fUlther.
In summary, transport services exist to serve users Typically, as patronage declines,
financial and political support for public transport also declines.. Our work suggests
that by incorporating users' perspectives and information needs into timetable
design, user support for and use of public lr1L1Sport could be encouraged.

